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Interface simulation This feature
enables users to change the
simulation according to the desired
pre programmed data. To do this, the
user must use the menu mode "Draw
Graphs" and select the time period
over which you want to draw, and then
set the parameters included in the
box, which will make it possible to
determine the rates of synthesis and
catabolism and the plasmatic activity
of the hormones at each simulated
time. The user can simulate the state
that is obtained at each moment of
time, and can follow its subsequent
evolution. In this way, he can observe
the relationship between a given
parameter, and the kinetics that it
induces on the system's behavior. First
import your PS3 face texture into the
PES Project. From the Face tab, the
Background Image and the Params
Image should be pretty much identical
to the ones you exported. Go to the
Textures tab and create a new UV
Sphere. Now select the new UV Sphere
and the Params Image in the Project
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by pressing CTRL+LMB to open the
selection panel, then go to the
UV/Image section and make a
selection that covers the vertex count
of the UV Sphere. Then select
UV/Image Editor under the Project
section. Next paste the images from
the Project section to the Material
Editor, leaving the new image alone in
the UV/Image section. Finally click the
Remap UVs checkbox in the Material
Editor and adjust the remaining sliders
to your liking. For the Alpha checkbox
make sure Blend is not checked.
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the steps to follow: download the hex
editor from the vce link above to

convert iso to umd for vce, use ps3
game converter/npjb60215 and

npjb60215.dol create a folder named
after the game/title/filename on your
usb as the source and another named
as the destination on your ps3 after

you are done editing the iso, right click
on the filename of the installation pack
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to convert the iso to umd. then go
back to the source folder and move

the file to the destination folder. copy
all the files from the source folder to
the destination folder, then wait for
vce to be converted. the conversion

usually takes few minutes. now
download the file "usb-hex-editor-

vce.zip" again and extract all the files.
plug in the usb with vce and click on
ps3>resources>assets>hex editor.

the file should open after vce is
finished converting. to convert more
iso files at once, extract all the files
from the zip file and double click the

files to convert. use this tool to re-code
your installation pack., it's a faster and
safer way to do it since your code may

change if you use some new tricks.
you can try the 8 downloader

application or tinypsx software . once
your ps3 game directory is encoded,
use the tinypsx tool and/or any other
re-coder/encoder. hxd hex editor can
analyze the hex files using powerful

rules. the analysis is performed within
a gui interface. while this does not
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provide the functionality of a hex
editor, it is stable and reliable. you can
create rules using the hex editor. we

personally use hxd with the bluestacks
android emulator to analyze programs.
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